The BOSSnet
software suite delivers
operationally smart
IT solutions and is
a powerful tool to
assist hospital staff
to improve patient
outcomes through its
innovative, flexible and
powerful Electronic
Medical Record (EMR).

BOSSnet Scanning digitises paper records through a
complete system of scanning tools and processes designed
for medical record management and clinical review.
BOSSnet Scanning has been widely
recognised across Australian hospitals as
the leading digital medical record solution
providing clinically relevant functionality and
usable customisation. It can be deployed as
a standalone digital medical record (DMR),
integrated with legacy systems or as a
foundation of the BOSSnet Clinical EMR.
BOSSnet Scanning enables Electronic
Medical Record (EMR) access to scanned
paper records along with electronically
populated eForms as an ideal financial and

strategic step for hospitals progressing
towards a complete EMR. Create and
manage patient medical record information
electronically through rapid data entry
on mobile devices or via existing medical
records or handwritten notes.
From the scanning workstations, to HIM
quality control, to final clinical review of
the medical record; BOSSnet Scanning is
your best solution for managing onsite
storage issues and change management
in becoming a paperless hospital.

Key features of BOSSnet Scanning
USER PROFILES

Depending upon user profiles, the
system knows how to present the
medical record in a format which
best suits individual requirements.

DOCUMENT VERSATILITY

BOSSnet scanning handles the
many varied kinds of medical forms,
whether they are A3 ICU charts or
multipage medication sheets.

OPTIMISE SPACE & COSTS

BOSSnet Scanning enables the
rationalisation of storage and
maintenance cost as you move
to a paperless hospital.

CENTRALISED &
SITE SPECIFIC RECORDS

EASY INTERFACE

Organisations operating across
multiple campuses or locations
are able to establish a centralised
patient record whilst also maintaining
site-specific patient records.

INTELLIGENT TOOLS

Streamlined image acquisition and
intelligent display is complemented
by form recognition even without
barcodes or header sheets, automatic
page orientation and blank page
removal on all scanned images.

Legacy clinical documentation
repositories and information
systems can be interfaced to
automatically upload documents
to the relevant patient’s DMR.

UNIQUE DOCUMENT FILTERS

Users will be able to rapidly find exactly
what they are looking for in BOSSnet
Scanning by taking advantage of our
unique document filters and free-text
search across the entire medical record.

Leading edge technology
The BOSSnet software suite is built
on leading edge technology providing
a highly adaptable platform, loaded
with inbuilt and user generated
functionality to maximise data capture,
interoperability and usability.

Dynamic collation allowing a
customisable view of the medical
record. Using dynamic collation rules
the same document can be configured
to display in multiple locations suitable
to the person viewing the record.

As well as the traditional capabilities
of a fully functional EMR, BOSSnet
Scanning provides numerous unique
tools to deliver real advantages for
client usability and effectiveness.

Paper episode tracking allows staff
to identify where paperwork is
located, and whether it has been
scanned. This impressive tool allows
you to monitor key scanning KPI’s.

Automatic blank page detection
and removal to maximise
scanning throughput.
Recognition of scanned forms even
without barcodes enables external
forms to be processed rapidly.
Automatic rotation of forms which
means scan operators do not need
to configure each form manually.

For more information and client case studies, please visit coremedicalsolutions.com

Popular BOSSnet Modules
As BOSSnet is fully flexible and adaptable, these and other modules can be used
as standalone applications or part of a complete EMR solution.
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Contact us on +61 8 8332 9600
today to discuss your hospital health information management needs or for a comprehensive
demonstration of the power of the BOSSnet software suite.

allscripts.com

